Optimal basis sets for CBS extrapolation of the correlation energy: oVxZ and oV(x+d)Z.
We seek correlation consistent double- and triple-zeta basis sets that perform optimally for extrapolating the correlation energy to the one-electron complete basis set limit. Since the methods used are approximate, the novel basis sets become method specific in the sense of performing best for the chosen level of theory. Such basis sets are also shown to perform accurately for tensorial properties and do not significantly alter the Hartree-Fock energy. Quantitatively, the extrapolated correlation energies from (oVdZ, oVtZ) outperform typically by three- to fivefold those obtained from traditional ansatzes with similar flexibility, thus being (VtZ, VqZ) type or even better. They may even outperform explicitly correlated ones. Not surprisingly, the outperformance in relative energies (e.g., atomization and dissociation energies, and ionization potential) is somewhat downscaled, albeit consistently better than with traditional basis sets. As a case study, we also consider the polarizability of p-nitroaniline, a sizeable system for which complete basis set (CBS)(oVdZ, oVtZ) calculations are shown to outperform equally expensive CBS(VdZ, VtZ) results.